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Getting to universal health
 coverage
In recognition of Universal Health
 Coverage Day on December 12,
 Dean Julio Frenk spoke about his
 experience expanding health
 insurance coverage in Mexico
 while he was the country's
 minister of health.

 
HSPH faculty member,
 alumnus, among Ebola
 fighters named Time’s
 ‘Person of the Year’
Pardis Sabeti and Mosoka Fallah,
 MPH ’12, were among the Ebola
 fighters recognized byTime for
 "tireless acts of courage and
 mercy."

 
Probing genes for disease
New research by Alkes Price and
 colleagues takes a new approach
 to characterizing and identifying
 genetic factors in complex
 disease—comparing information
 from populations of mixed
 continental ancestry.

Around the School

Can we treat our way out of
 the AIDS epidemic?

December 11, 2014

Event Highlights

TODAY
How We Can Fix Health Care
 Through Collective Impact
A conversation with Women of
 Impact for Health Care, Inc. 
 December 11
 5:30–6:30 PM
 Kresge G2

Community listening session
Discussion of the events
 surrounding the deaths of
 Michael Brown and Eric Garner
 and the ramifications, hosted by
 Deans Julio Frenk and David
 Hunter
 December 12
 12:30–1:30 PM
 Kresge Cafeteria

Infant Science: Global
 Intervention and Production
 of Knowledge around Infant
 Mortality
December 18
 4:00–5:30 PM
 Countway Library, Ballard
 Auditorium

Event calendar >

Featured video

Oral contraceptive use and
 mortality risk
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To curb HIV/AIDS, researchers
 have proposed a strategy to use
 drug treatment to decrease new
 transmissions so much that the
 epidemic eventually dies out.

Staff profile: From work-
study to senior team leader
ECPE's Jessica Lynn loves
 "finding ways to translate [the
 faculty's] passion, talents, and
 expertise into the design of our
 programs.”

Preventive measures may
 help stem Ebola
Lindsey Baden of the New
 England Journal of Medicine and
 Harvard-MIT Division of Health
 Sciences and Technology spoke
 at HSPH about Ebola.

Research news

A wide-angle view of global
 health

Get ready for GOP battle over
 Obamacare
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